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1. INTRODUCTION
Our aim is to study nonlinear eigenvalue problems of the form
{
&2u(x)+V(x) u(x)& :
m
k=1
qk(x) |u(x)|:k u(x)
(1.1)
++ :
n
k=1
rk(x) |u(x)| ;k u(x)=*u(x), for x # RN
u # H1(RN)"[0],
where N1, qk and rk are positive functions, V is a non-negative function
and + is a positive parameter, while * is the eigenvalue. We do this under
the assumption that
0<:1< } } } <:m<;1< } } } <;n .
For +=0, it is well known that this problem has, for each fixed value of
* # (&, 4) an infinite number of solutions, this being so under quite
general assumptins on V(x) and rk(x) [8, 14, 15, 16, 17, 19, 20] . The value
of 4 depends on V; so one has 4=0 for V#0. On the other hand very
little is known about the existence of solutions when +>0. As we even-
tually will show, there are no solutions for a fixed value for *<4 as
soon as +>0 is large enough. This points in the direction that the term
+ nk=1 rk(x) |u(x)|
;k u(x) seems to render the existence of solutions more
difficult. This can go so far, that no solutions at all exist when + is large
enough. Or stated in another way, it seems that the nonlinear terms
mk=1 qk(x) |u(x)|
:k u(x) and + nk=1 rk(x) |u(x)|
;k u(x) are conflicting in
the sense that the first term gives rise to solutions while the second term
seems to prohibit the existence of solutions.
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The study of the problem (1.1) goes back to Anderson [3] who has
considered the equation
&2u(x)&u3(x)++u5(x)=-u(x), x # RN
(i.e., V#0, m=n=1, q1(x), r1(x)#1 and *=&1). He has established the
existence of a solution if 0<+<316; for larger values of + there are no
solutions. Due to the fact that q1 and r1 are constants, this result can be
extended by a scaling argument to the case where *{&1; the threshold
316 however varies as * varies.
Beresticky and Lions [4] have considered a more general but still
autonomous case:
&2u(x)&q |u(x)|: u(x)++ |u(x)| ; u(x)=*u(x), x # RN,
where N3, *<0 and 0<:<;<4(N&2). They have obtained solutions
provided that there exists a ‘>0 such that
q
2+:
‘2+:&+
1
2+;
‘2+;+
1
2
*‘2>0.
This means that there are no solutions for + large enough.
Rother [10] has considered the non autonomous case
&2u(x)&q(x) |u(x)|: u(x)++r(x) |u(x)| ; u(x)=*u(x), x # RN,
where N3 and 0<:<4(N&2)<;. He has establishedunder suitable
conditionsthe existence of an infinite number of solutions (*n , un) (n # N)
with un>0. Theses solutions may have different L2-norms and the values
of *n depend on n; nothing is said about multiple solutions for a fixed value
of *.
Alfimov and Goncharov [7] have established for the autonomous case
considered by Anderson
&2u(x)&u3(x)++u5(x)=&u(x), x # RN
that the number n(+) of solutions with circular symmetry is finite for any
small but finite value of +>0, and vanishes as +  +c .
Concerning the problem 1.1 for [emph]bounded domains, let us cite the
work of Alama and Tarantello [1]. Their results represent an interesting
complement to our results: there are in fact a lot of similitudes in the
results, but the methods used are different. The boundedness of the domain
enables Alama and Tarantello to relax the conditions on qk and rk with
respect to the conditions we will have to impose in this paper. This is not
surprising, since the unboundedness of the domain calls for a more subtle
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technique when dealing with (PS)-sequences. On the other hand we will
derive the existence of a larger number of solutions, since we deal with
solutions that may change their sign.
Most of the above mentioned papers do not say anything about the
number of solutions for a fixed value of the eigenvalue *; this is partially
due to the kind of variational approach used in these papers. Our varia-
tional approach allows us to establish the existence of multiple solutions
for a fixed value of *.
There is still another interesting point. By symmetry it is clear that
solutions appear in pairs in the sense that (*, &u) is a solution as soon
as (*, u) is a solution. The nonlinear terms mk=1 qk(x) |u(x)|
:k u(x) and
+ nk=1 rk(x) |u(x)|
;k u(x) are conflicting in the sense that the first term
gives rise to solutions while the second term seems to prohibit the existence
of solutions. This conflicting situation gives rise to the unexpected effect
that solution pairs appear two by two: we can thus associate to each solu-
tion pair (*, \w) a second solution pair (*, \v).
We close this overview by a reference to the work of Ambrosetti, Bre zis,
and Cerami [2]; they have analyzed the effect of conflicting nonlinearities
for the following problem
&2u=:uq+u p, x # 0
{u>0, x # 0 (1.2)u=0, x # 0,
where 0<q<1<p. The results developed by Ambrosetti, Bre zis, and
Cerami are similar to the results derived here. We extend our results to a
problem of the type 1.2 in [11].
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we begin the study of an
abstract problem. The results obtained for this abstract problem are
applied in the second part (starting in Section 9) of this paper to the study
of the problem (1.1). In Section 10 we show that the problem (1.1) has in
fact no solutions when +>0 is large enough; the critical threshold appear-
ing here depends on *. In Section 11 we study the compactness of the
problem (PalaisSmale condition). The existence of solutions is derived in
Sections 12 and 13. An interesting feature is the boundedness of the solu-
tions set as derived in Section 14 and the regularity of the solutions (Sec-
tion 15). The main results are summarized in Section 18.
2. THE ABSTRACT PROBLEM
In an abstract setting we are interested in the critical points of some
functional J* defined on a real Hilbert-space H with scalar product ( } , } )
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and associated norm &u& :=(u, u)12. As far as this norm is concerned, we
suppose that
(H0)
A, L # L(H, H) are such that
v A*=A and L*=L;
v (Lu, u) =: |u|2>0, \u # H"[0];
v _4 # R such that ( (A&*L) u, v) is a scalar product on
H as long as *<4; for such values of * we set
&u*& :=( (A&*L) u,u) 12=- (Au,u)&* |u|2, \u # H
and then & }&* is a norm on H which is equivalent to & }&.
The above mentioned functional J* : H  R is of the form
J*(u)= 12 &u&
2
*&8(u)++9(u),
where +>0 is a fixed constant. We are interested in situations where the
nonlinear functionals 8 and 9 are ‘‘conflicting’’ in the following sense:
(H1)
8, 9 # C1(H; R) are such that
v lim&u&  0 8(u)&u&2=lim&u&  0 9(u)&u&2=0;
v _; ;

>: :

>2 such that, for u # H"[0],
(2+: ) 8(u)8$(u) u(1+:

) .(u)>0
and
(2+; ) 9(u) u(2+;

) 9(u)>0.
Setting .(u) :=8$(u)u and (u) :=9$(u)u, we suppose
that .,  # C 1(H; R) are such that
(2+: ) .(u).$(u) u(2+:

) .(u)>0
and
(2+; ) (u)$(u) u(2+;

) (u)>0.
The positive parameter + measures how strongly the negative term &8(u)
is balanced out by the positive term +9(u). In order to ensure that
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the positive term is strong enough, we strengthen the above assumption
somewhat.
(H2)
The functionals 8 and 9 satisfy the assumption (H1).
Moreover there is a function c(+) such that
.(u)&+(u)c(+) |u|2, \u # H
with
v c(+)>0, \+>0;
v lim+  0 c(+)=+ and lim+  + c(+)=0;
v c( } ) is non increasing on (0, +).
In the setting of the assumptions (H0) and (H2), we are interested in
nontrivial critical points of J* . Thus we are interested in solutions
(*, u) # (&, 4)_H"[0] for the equation
J$*(u)=0 in H* (2.1)
or equivalently
{J*(u)=0 in H.
The existence of such solutions reliesas we will shortly show it in
Section 3on the magnitude of the interaction between 8 and +9 as
measured by +.
We close this section with two remarks.
1. Under the assumption (H1), the function 8(tu)t2+: is non
decreasing while 8(tu)t2+: is non increasing for t>0; in other words,
t2+: 8(u)8(tu)t2+: 8(u) for t1
and
t2+: 8(u)8(tu)t2+: 8(u) for 0<t1.
Similar inequalities hold for 9, . and .
2. The second part of this paper will be devoted to a concrete realiza-
tion of the problem (2.1).
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3. A NONEXISTENCE RESULT
Theorem 3.1. Under the assumptions (H0) and (H2), the problem (2.1)
has no solution (*, u) # R_H"[0] with
*<4&c(+).
Thus a necessary condition for the existence of solutions is *4&c(+).
Proof. The estimate
&u*&2=( (A&*L) u,u)=( (A&4L) u,u)+(4&*) |u| 2(4&*) |u| 2
gives
J $*(u) u=&u&2*&[.(u)&+(u)][(4&*)&c(+)] |u|
2.
Thus J$*(u)=0 for some u # H"[0] implies c(+)4&*.
4. THE PALAISSMALE CONDITION
The aim of this section is to give a necessary condition for J* to satisfy
the PalaisSmale condition (PS). To this end we consider a (PS)c -sequence
[um]/H:
J*(um)  c in R
and (4.1)
J$*(um)  0 in H* as m  +.
Combining the equalities
&um&2*&28(um)+2+9(um)=2c+o(1) (4.2)
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and
&um&2*&.(um)++(um)=o(1) &um& (4.3)
we are led to
:

&um&2*&2[(2+:
) 8m)&.(um)]+2+[(2+:
) 9(um)&(um)]
=2(2+:

) c+o(1)+o(1)+o(1) &um&* .
Assuming that the assumption (H1) holds, we have (2+:

) 8(um)&.(um)
0 and (2+:

) 9(um)&(um)&(; &:
) 9(um), so that
+9(um)
:

2(; )&:)
&um&2*&
2+:

; &:

c+o(1)+o(1) &um&* . (4.4)
In quite a similar way, it can be shown that
+9(um)
:
2(;

&: )
&um&2*&
2+:
;

&:
c+o(1)+o(1) &um&* (4.5)
and
8(um)
;
2(; &:

)
&um&2*&
2+;
; &:

c+o(1)+o(1) &um&* . (4.6)
Suppose now thatup to some subsequencewe have &um&*  +.
Then, according to (4.4), limm  + +9(um)=+ and, according to (4.5)
and (4.6), we are led to
8(um)
+9(um)

;
2(; &:

)
&
2+;
; &:

c
&um&2*
+o(1)
1
&um&2*
+o(1)
1
&um&*
:
2(;

&: )
&
1+:
;

&:
c
&um&2*
+o(1)
1
&um&2*
+o(1)
1
&um&*
and
lim inf
m  +
8(um)
+9(um)

;
:
;

&:
; &:

>0.
If we assume that lim9(um)  + 8(um)9(um)=0, we can conclude that
every (PS)c-sequence [um] must be bounded so that, up to some sub-
sequence, um ( u in H. All that remains to be shown in this case is that
this weak convergence is in fact a strong convergence. So let us introduce
an additional assumption on the functionals 8 and 9:
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(H3) {
v Whenever 9(u)  + we have lim 8(u)9(u)=0.
v Moreover, whenever vm ( v in H, we have
1. 8$(vm)&+9$(vm) ( 8$(v )&+9$(v ) in H*;
2. (v )lim infm  + (um) and 9(v )
lim infm  + 9(um);
3. .(v )=limm  + .(um) and 8(v )
=limm  + 8(vm).
Under this assumption we have um ( u in H and we consider the relation
( (A&*L) um , v)=J$*(um) v+8$(um) v&+9$(um) v, \v # H;
we can deduce from this equality
( (A&*L) um , v) = lim
m  +
(um , (A&*L)* v)
= lim
m  +
J$*(um) v+ lim
m  +
[8$(um)&+9$(um)] v
Setting v=u , we obtain &u &2*=.(u )&+(u ), so that, up to some sub-
sequence,
&u &2*=.(u )&+(u ) lim
m  +
.(um)&+(um)
= lim
m  +
&um&2*&J$*(um) um= lim
m  +
&um&2* .
Hence um  u in H. We summarize the above result in the following
proposition.
Proposition 4.1. Suppose that the assumptions (H0), (H1), and (H3)
hold. Then every (PS)c-sequence (see (4.1)) has a convergent subsequence.
We say that the (PS)c -condition is fulfilled, \c # R.
5. THE SETS K* , M* , AND N*
For each *<4, we consider the unit sphere 0* :=[u # H; &u&*=1]. For
u # 0* , we consider the function
s*, +, u(t) :=J*(tu)= 12t
2&8(tu)++9(tu), for t0,
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a function that allows us to study the radial behavior of J* . s*, +, u is dif-
ferentiable for t>0 and we have
s$*, +, u(t)=t _1&.(tu)t2 ++
(tu)
t2 &=: t[1& f*, +, u(t)].
The so defined function f*, +, u has the property that, for 0<t1, we have
f*, +, u(t)t: .(u)&+t; (u).
while for t1, we have
f*, +, u(t)t: .(u)&+t; (u).
Hence f*, +, u(0) :=limt  0 f*, +, u(t)=0, limt  + f*, +, u(t)=& and
f*, +, u(t)>0 for t>0 small enough. We introduce now an assumption on
the behavior of f*, +, u .
Under this new assumption, we have
max
t0
f*, +, u(t)= f*, +, u(t0(u))>0, \u # 0* .
We now consider the set
K* :=[u # 0* : f*, +, u(t0(u))1].
We remark that, for u # K* , s*, +, u(t) has one of the following shapes:
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For u  K* , s*, +, u is strictly increasing. Thus K*{< is a necessary con-
dition for the existence of a nontrivial critical point of J* .
Proposition 5.1. Suppose that the assumptions (H0), (H1), (H2), and
(H4) hold and let *<4 be fixed. Then there exists +0(*)>0 such that
1. K*{< for 0<+<+0(*) and
2. K*=< for +>+0(*).
The function +0(*) is nondecreasing and satisfies the esitmate
*4&c(+0(*)),
where the function c( } ) is given by Theorem 3.1.
Proof. We subdivide the proof into 3 steps.
Step 1. We show that K*{< for +>0 small enough. Indeed let us
choose some u # 0* and some t>0 such that .(tu)t232. Such a choice
is possible since, for t1, we have .(tu)t2t:.(u). It is now clear that,
for +>0 small enough, we have f*, +, u(t0(u))1.
Step 2. Next we remark that, whenever K*{< for some + , we
always have K*{< for all + with 0<++ . This is so since
.(tu)&+ (tu)
t 2

.(tu)&+(tu)
t 2
.
Step 3. By the proof of Theorem 3.1, K*=< for + large enough.
Thus there exists a function +0(*) as stated. We show that +( } ) is a non-
decreasing function. We remark indeed that
u # K*  _t>0 such that J$*(tu) tu0.
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Let * <4 be fixed and suppose that u # K* for some + <+0(* ). Let t >0 be
such that J$* (t u )t u 0 and fix some * with * <*<4. Then
J$*(t u ) t (u )=J$* (t u ) t u +[* &*] |u| 20&(*&* ) |u| 20,
so that u # K* for +=+ ; hence +0(*)>+ , i.e., +0(*)+0(* ). K
For + # (0, +0(*)), we consider two mappings.
v First we consider the mapping }1 : K*  H, t [ t1(u)u, where t1(u)
is positive and such that f $*, +(t1(u))0, f*, +, u(t1(u))=1.
v Next we consider the mapping }2: K*  H, u [ t2(u)u, where t2(u)
is positive and such that f $*, +(t2(u))0, f*, +, u(t2(u))=1.
Then we consider the sets
M* :=}1(K*) and N* :=}2(K*).
We insist on the fact that every nontrivial critical point of J* must belong
to N* _ M* . It is now quite natural to consider the values
m0(*) := inf
u # M*
J*(u) and n0(*) := inf
u # N*
J*(u)
as candidates for critical values of J* . The following lemma shows among
others that these values are well defined.
Lemma 5.2. Suppose that the assumptions (H0)(H4) are fulfilled and let
*<4 be fixed. Then
1. m0(*)n0(*)>& for all values of + # (0, +0(*)).
2. m0(*)>0 for + # (0, +0(*)).
Proof. Concerning the first point we remark that since s*, +, u(t1(u))
s*, +, u(t2(u)), we necessarily have m0(*)n0(*). In order to show that
n0(*)>&, we suppose on the contrary that there exists a sequence [um]
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in N* such that J*(um)  &. Since J$(um)um=0, a similar computation
as that of Section 4 would lead us to the relation
+9(um)
:

2(; &:

)
&um&2*&
1+:

; &:

J*(um),
so that +9(um)  +. Using our assumption (H3), we would obtain the
contradiction
J*(um)&9(um) _8(um)9(um)&+&0.
Concerning the second point we start with the remark that due to the
fact that lim&u*&  0 8(u)&u&
2
*=0, we have
J*(u)
1
2
&u&2* _1&8(u)&u&2*&
1
4
&u&2*
for &u&* small enough, say for &u&*\. Thus m0(*)\24>0. K
In what follows it will be important to know that the inequality
m0(*)n0(*) in the above lemma is in fact a strict inequality. The follow-
ing lemma shows that this is indeed the case when +>0 is small enough.
Lemma 5.3. Suppose that the assumptions (H0)(H4) are fulfilled and let
*<4 be fixed. Then there exists a function + 0( } ) with + 0(*) # (0, +0(*)] such
that
m0(*)>n0(*) for 0<+<+ 0(*).
Moreover + 0(*) can be chosen to be a nondecreasing function.
Before giving the proof we remark that it seems possible to have
lim*  4& + 0(*) # R.
Proof. It is enough to show that n0(*)<0 for +>0 small enough. To
this end, we choose some u # 0* and a corresponding t>0 so that
8(tu)t21. Such a choice is possible since, for t1, 8(tu)t2t: 8(u). We
obtain in this way
s*, +, u=t 2[12&8(tu)t 2++9(tu)t2]<0
provided that +>0 is small enough, so that n0(*)<0 for this value of +. K
In the following proposition we analyze the structure of the set N* .
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Proposition 5.4. Suppose that the assumptions (H0)(H4) are fulfilled
and let *<4 be fixed. Suppose further that 0<+<+ 0(*); thus we have
m0(*)>n0(*) and we may consider the set
N*,= :=[u # N* ; J*(u)m0(*)&=]
for 0<=<m0(*)&n0(*). Then the set N*, = is a complete C 1-manifold of
codimension 1. Moreover, \u # N*, = , the tangent space TuN*, = and the ray
span u intersect transversally in the sense that TuH=TuN*, =+span u.
Proof. For u # H, we have s$*, +, u(t)=tG*, +(u, t), where
G*, +(u, t) :=&u&2*&
.(tu)
t2
++
(tu)
t 2
.
We set h(u) :=G(u, 1), so that
h(u)=0  u # N* _ M* _ [0].
Now
s$*, +, u(t)=&u&2* } t&
.(tu)
t
++
(tu)
t
s"*, +, u(t)=&u* &2&
.$(tu) u&.(tu)
t2
++
$(tu) u&(tu)
t 2
so that
s$*, +, u(1)=s"*, +, u(1)=0  {&u&
2
*=.(u)&+(u)
2 &u&2*=.$(u) u&+$(u) u
 {h(u)=0h$(u) u=0.
Hence we obtain
{h(u)=0h$(u) u=0.  u # (M* & N*) _ [0].
Let us now consider a point u # N*, = . Then h(u)=0 and, since
u  M* _ [0], we obtain h$(u) u{0. So, according to the Inverse Function
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Theorem, a neighborhood of u in N* is a C1-manifold of codimension 1
and
TuN*=TuN*, = ker h$(u)
(see[5, Theorem 8.2, p. 148]).
Hence all that remains to be shown is that N*, = is a closed set. To this
purpose we consider a convergent sequence um  u in N*, = . Then h(um)=0,
so that h(u)=0, too, and u # N* _ M* _ [0]. Since J*(um)m0(*)&=, we
have J*(u)m0(*)&=, so that u # N*, = _ [0]. The following lemma shows
that u{0. K
Lemma 5.5. Suppose that the assumptions (H0)(H4) are fulfilled and let
*<4 be fixed. Suppose that +>0 is such that M* _ N*{<. Then the set
M* _ N* is bounded away of 0.
Proof. Let us consider some sequence [um]/M* _ N* ; then we have
&um&2*=.(um)&+(um).(um). Now um  0 would imply that
1lim inf
m  
.(um)&um&2*=0,
so that the claim follows.
6. THE EXISTENCE OF A FIRST PAIR OF CRITICAL POINTS
The aim of this section is to establish the existence of a pair of nontrivial
critical points of J* . The first critical point is found by minimization over
the set N* ; this critical point is said to be of fist kind. The second critical
point is obtained by Mountain Pass; this critical point is said to be of
second kind.
Theorem 6.1. Suppose that the assumptions (H0)(H4) are fulfilled and
let *<4 be fixed. Suppose that + # (0, + 0(*)), where + 0(*) is given by
Lemma 5.3. Then there exists an element w0, * # N* such that
J*(w0, *)=n0(*). Moreover J$*(w0, *)=0 and w0, *{0.
Proof. Let [um] be a minimizing sequence for n0(*); by this we mean
that
[um]/N* and lim
m  +
J*(um)=n0(*).
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We choose now a sequence of positive numbers [=m] in such a way that
J*(um)n0(*)&=2m and =m  0 as m  +
We may suppose without loss of generality that n0(*)+=2m<m0(*). For
===2m , $==m and u=um we determine an element vm # N* according to
[18, Theorem 5.1 of Part I] satisfying
J*(vm)J*(vm+w)+=m &w&* \vm+w # N*
J*(vm)J*(um)
&vm&um&*=m
(Ekeland’s Variational Principle). Now we have
&J$*(vm)&H*= sup
&w&*=1
w # TvmM*
J$*(vm) w.
But
J*(vm+w)&J*(vm)&=m &w&* , for vm+w # N*
implies
J$*(vm) w&= &w&* \w # Twm N* ,
i.e., &J$*(vm)&H*=m . Since the (PS)c -condition is fulfilled, we may suppose
according to Proposition 4.1 thatup to some subsequencewe have
vm  v in H. This shows that
v # N* , J$*(v)=0, J*(v)=n0(*). K
If J* is even, we obtain a pair of critical points \w0, * . But even in this
case, there exists (at least) another critical point v0, * . The rest of this sec-
tion is devoted to this second critical point v0, * .
Under the assumptions of Theorem 6.1 we define
P :=[p # C0([0, 1]; H ); p(0)=w0, * , p(1)=0].
We consider the value
m 0(*) := inf
p # P
sup
u # p
J*(u),
and we remark that
m 0(*)m0(*)>max[0, n0(*)].
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Theorem 6.2. Suppose that we are in the setting given in Theorem 6.1
and let w0, * be the critical point whose existence is stated in this theorem.
Then there exists a second critical point v0, * of J* with the properties that
J$*(v0, *)=0, v0, *  [w0, * , 0], J*(v0*)=m 0(*).
Proof. This is the classical Mountain Pass Theorem! Indeed, let us put
Km 0(*) :=[u # H; J*(u)=m 0(*), J$*(u)=0]
and suppose that Km 0(*)=<. We put = :=min[m0(*), m0(*)&n0(*)] and
N=<. As in Struwe [18, Theorem 3.4, Part II] we determine = # (0, = ) and
a deformation D such that
v D( } , t) is a homeomorphism of H, \t>0;
v D(u, 0)#u and D(u, t)=u if J$*(u)=0 or |J*(u)&m 0(*)|= ;
v J*(D(u, t)) is nonincreasing in t, \u # H;
v D(Im 0(*)+= , 1)/Im 0(*)&= , where we have put Ic :=[u # H;
J*(u)<c], \c # R.
By definition of m 0(*), there exists some p # P such that supu # p J*(u)<m 0(*)
+=. We consider now the path p1 :=D( p, 1); note thataccording to our
choice of =we have p1(0)= p(0) and p1(1)= p(1), so that p1 # P. Moreover
sup
u # p1
J*(u)=sup
u # p
J*(D(u, 1))m 0(*)&=.
But this contradicts the definition of m 0(*), so that Km 0(*){<. The claim
follows now from 0, w0, *  Km 0(*) .
7. CRITICAL POINTS OF FIRST KIND
In this section we establish the fact that, if the nonlinearities 8, 9, . and
 are even, there exists further critical points on the set N* , points that can
be obtained be a minimax principle on the set N* .
Throughout this section we deal with the C1-manifold N*, = . The
regularity of this manifold is governed by the regularity of the functional
h(u) :=&u&2*&.(u)++(u). We equip the tangent spaces TuN* with the
norm induced by the inclusion TuN*/TuHtH. Then N*, = is a complete
Finsler manifold of class C1. In what follows we need more regularity and
symmetry for this manifold; therefore we introduce the following assumption:
(H5) {We have .,  # C
2(H; R) and the nonlinear functionals
8, 9, ., and  are all even. Moreover we have dim H=+.
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Under this assumption, we can improve the results given in Proposi-
tion 5.4.
Proposition 7.1. Suppose that the assumptions (H0)(H5) are fulfilled
and let *<4 be fixed. Suppose further that 0<+<+ 0(*); thus we have
m0(*)>n0(*) and we consider the set
N*,= :=[u # N* ; J*(u)m0(*)&=]
for 0<=<m0(*)&n0(*). Then the set N*, = is a complete, symmetric Finsler
manifold of class C1, 1 and of codimension 1. Moreover, \u # N*, = , the
tangent space TuN*, = and the ray span u intersect transversally in the sense
that TuH=Tu N*, =+span u.
In this context we can now establish the existence of critical points
characterized by a minimax principle. Following Struwe [18] for example,
we define
A :=[A/N* ; A is closed and A=&A]
to be the class of closed, symmetric subsets of N* . We denote by # the
Krasnoselskii genus defined on A"[0] and we put, for k=0, 1, 2, ...,
nk(*) := inf
A # Fk
sup
u # A
J*(u),
where
Fk :=[A # A; #(A)k+1 and A/N*].
We put nk(*)=+ whenever Fk=< and we remark that nk(*)
n0(*)>&. For k=0, the new definition of n0(*) coincides with the older
one!
We give now an improved version of Lemma 5.3.
Lemma 7.2. Suppose that the assumptions (H0)(H5) are fulfilled and let
*<4 be fixed. Then, for k=1, 2, 3,..., there exists a function + k( } ) with
0<+ k(*)<+ 0(*) such that
m0(*)>nk(*), for 0<+<+ k(*).
The functions + k(*) can be chosen to be nondecreasing and such that
+ 0(*)+ 1(*) } } } + k(*) } } } .
Before giving the proof, we remark that it seems possible that
lim*  4 + k(*) # R!
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Proof. It is enough to show that nk(*)<0 for +>0 small enough. To
do this we choose some compact subset A/0* such that A=&A and
#(A)k+1. Next we fix some t1 such that
8(tu)t 21, \u # A.
Such a choice is possible, otherwise we could find a sequence [um]/A
with
m2+: 8(um)8(mum)<m2,
i.e., with 8(um)  0. But, A being compact, we could then suppose that, up
to some subsequence, we would have um  u # A. This would lead us to
8(u )=limm  + 8(um)=0, contradicting our assumption (H1).
We have now
s*, +, u(tu)=t 2[ 12&8(tu)t
2++9(tu)t2]<0, \u # A
as soon as +>0 is small enough, since otherwise we could find a sequence
[um]/A with 9(tum)  +. But A being compact, we would obtain, up
to some subsequence, that um  u # A. But this would lead us to the con-
tradiction
9(tu )= lim
m  +
9(tum)=+.
Hence we obtain nk(*)<0 for +>0 small enough. K
In the context described in Proposition 7.1 we suppose that
0<+<+ k(*). Then m0(*)>nk(*) and
nk(*)= inf
A # Fk*
sup
u # A
J*(u),
where F k* :=[A # Fk ; A/N*, =] for = small enough. Since 0<+<+ k(*)
+ 0(*), N*, = is a complete, symmetric Finsler manifold of class C1, 1. Hence,
by Struwe [18] for example, nk(*) is a critical value of J* . If nk&1(*)=
nk(*), there exists infinitely many critical points. Thus we obtain the
following result.
Theorem 7.3. Suppose that the assumptions (H0)(H5) are fulfilled and
let *<4 be fixed. Suppose further that 0<+<+ k(*) for some k0. Then
J* has (at least) k+1 pairs of critical points \w0, * , ..., \wk, * ; these critical
points are all different from 0 and
J*(\wi, *)=ni (*), for i=0,..., k.
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If k1 and ni (*)=ni&1(*) for some i # [1, ..., k], then there exist infinitely
many critical points.
Corollary 7.4. Suppose that the assumptions (H0)(H5) are fulfilled
and let *<4 be fixed. Suppose further that 0<+<+ 0(*). Put
K :=sup[k0; + k(*)>+]
(K=+ is possible). Then J* has (at least) K+1 pairs of critical points
\wi,* , i=0,1,...,K
who are all different from 0.
We call the critical points \wi, * critical points of first kind. In the next
section we show how another critical point vi, * can be associated to each
wi, * ; these critical points are called to be of second kind.
8. CRITICAL POINTS OF SECOND KIND
Suppose that the assumptions of Corollary 7.4 are fulfilled. Let k be such
that 0kK and choose then ’>0 such that
n0(*)n1(*) } } } nk(*)<m0(*)&2’;
note that the sequence of inequalities n0(*)n1(*) } } } nk(*) always
holds, so that only nk(*)<m0(*)&2’ needs to be verified.
Then there exists some Ak/N*, ’ such that
Ak # Fk , sup
u # Ak
J*(u)<m0(*)&2’.
For each such set Ak , we consider the mappings p # C0(Ak_[0, 1]; H )
with
v p( } , t) is odd, \t # [0, 1];
v p(u, 1)#u, p(u, 0)#0, \u # Ak .
We collect in the set Pk all such mappings p for every set Ak of the above
kind. Then we define
m~ k(*) := inf
p # Pk
sup
(u, t) # Ak_[0, 1]
J*( p(u, t)).
It follows from the proof of the second part of Lemma 5.2 that
m~ k(*)m0(*)>0. We claim that m~ k(*) is a critical value of J* .
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Suppose on the contrary that
Km~ k(*) :=[u # H; J*(u)=m~ k(*), J$*(u)=0]=<,
let = :=min[m~ k(*)&max[0, nk(*)], ’]=’ and choose N=<. Using a
Deformation Lemma as in Struwe [18, Theorem 3.4 of Part I], we can
determine = # (0, = ) and a deformation D such that
v D( } , t) is an odd homeomorphism of H, \t>0.
v D(u, 0)#u and D(u, t)=u whenever J$*(u)=0 or |J*(u)&m~ k(*)|= .
v J*(D(u, t)) is non increasing in t, \u # H.
v D(Im~ k(*)+= , 1)/Im~ k(*)&= , where Ic :=[u # H; J*(u)<c].
Now we choose p # Pk in such a way that
sup
(u, t) # Ak_[0, 1]
J*( p(u, t))<m~ k(*)+=;
here Ak/N*, ’ is such that
Ak # Fk , sup
u # Ak
J*(u)<m0(*)&2’
We remark that D(u, t)#u, \u # Ak and D(0, t)=0. If we put
p1(u, t) :=D( p(u, t), 1), then p1 # Pk and
sup
(u, t) # Ak_[0, 1]
J*( p1(u, t))<m~ k(*)&=,
thus contradicting the definition of m~ k(*). Therefore we obtain that
Km~ k(*){< and that there exists an element vk, * # Km~ k(*) such that
J*(\vk, *)=m~ k(*), J*(\vk, *)=0.
Clearly vk, *{0 and vk, *  [\wi, * ; i=0, ..., k], since m~ (*)>
max[0, nk(*)]. Moreover vk, *{vk&1, * provided that m~ k(*){m~ k&1(*) for
k1.
Suppose now that m~ k(*)=m~ k&1(*). We show that in this case the set
Km~ k(*) :=[u # H; J*(u)=m~ k(*), J$*(u)=0]
consists of infinitely many elements.
Suppose on the contrary that
S=[\vi ; i=1, ..., M]
consists of a finite number of isolated points so that #(S)=1.
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We choose open balls B\(vi), i=1, ..., M, in such a way that
B2\(vi) & B2\(vj)=< for i{ j
and
B2\(vi) & &B2\(vi)=<
(i, j=1, ..., M ). Making \>0 small enough, we may suppose that
J*(u)m~ k(*)&= 2, \u # .
M
i=1
[B2\(vi) _ B2\(&v i)],
for some = >0 small enough. We put now
N := .
M
i=1
B\(vi) _ B\(&vi)
L := .
M
i=1
B2\(vi) _ B2\(&vi).
We determine now an odd deformation D and some =>0 as we did
above. Then we consider an element p # Pk such that
sup
(u, t) # Ak_[0, 1]
J*( p(u, t))m~ k(*)+=
and we put p1(u, t) :=D( p(u, t)) # Pk . We remark that
[ p1(u, t); u # Ak , t # [0, 1]]/Im~ k(*)&= _ N.
We define now two sets by
C1 :=[u # Ak; p1(u, [0, 1]) & N =<],
C2 :=Ak"C1=[u # Ak ; p1(u, [0, 1]) & N {<].
Obviously, the set C2 is a closed set and, by definition of m~ k&1(*), we have
#(C 1)<k. Since Ak is the union of C 1 and C2 , we obtain
#(C2)#(Ak)&#(C 1)>(k+1)&k=1.
This however is impossible. Indeed, let us put, for u # Ak ,
{(u) := inf
t # [0, 1]
p1(u, t) # N ;
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we remark that {(u) # (0, 1). If { : C2  R is odd and continuous, we can
define a mapping } : C2  R"[0] by }(u) :=h( p1(u, {(u))) to get a con-
tinuous, odd mapping that shows that #(C2)1, contradicting the above
claim that #(C2)>1. The above continuous, odd function h is defined by
h(u)=1 for u # B2\(vi) and h(u)=&1 for u # B2\(&vi), i=1,...,n.
So let us show that { : C2  R is in fact a continuous mapping. To this
end we consider a sequence [um]/C2 with um  u # C2 . We can extract a
subsequence um$ in such a way that
lim
m$  +
{(um$)={ , where { =lim inf
m  +
{(um).
Then p1(u, { ) # N , so that
{(u)lim inf
m  +
{(um).
Suppose now that there exists another subsequence [umi] with
{(u)< lim
i  +
{(umi)=: {~ .
By the continuity of p1 , there would exist a neighborhood U :=Br(u)_
({(u)&$, {(u)+$) such that
p1(v, s) # L, \(v, s) # U.
We may suppose without loss of generality that {(u)+$<{~ . Since
p1(v, s)  Im~ k(*)&= , \(v, s) # U,
we necessarily would obtain
p1(v, s) # N, \(v, s) # U
and this would give us the contradiction
{~ = lim
i  +
{(umi){(u)+$<{~ .
Hence we have established the following result:
Theorem 8.1. Suppose that the assumptions (H0)(H5) are fulfilled and
let *<4 be fixed. Suppose further that 0<+<+ k(*) for some k0. Let
\w0, * , ..., \wk, * be the k+1 pairs of critical points of J* given by
Theorem 7.3.
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Then we can associate to each pair \wi, * (at least) a second pair of criti-
cal points \vi, * , i=0, ...k. We have
J*(\vi, *)=m~ i(*), for i=0, ..., k.
Moreover, all the critical points \wi, * and \vi, * are different pairwise and
all are different from 0. If k1 and m~ i (*)=m~ i&1(*) for some i # [1, ..., k],
there exist infinitely many critical points of second kind \vn, * .
Corollary 8.2. Suppose that the assumptions (H0)(H5) are fulfilled
and let *<4 be fixed. Suppose further that 0<+<+ 0(*). Put
K :=sup[k0; + k(*)>+]
(K=+ is possible). Then J* has (at least) 2(K+1) pairs of critical points
\wi, * , \vi, * , i=0, 1, ..., K,
which are all different from 0.
9. THE PROBLEM (1.1) AND ITS ABSTRACT FORMULATION
We consider the problem (1.1) under the following assumption that is
assumed to hold throughout this paper:
(A0)
v We have +>0, m1 and n1.
v V # L(RN) is (a.e.) non-negative.
v The constants :k and ;k satisfy the inequalities
0<:

:=:1<:2< } } } <:m=: :
<;

:=;1<;1< } } } <;n=: ; <1,
where 1=+ for N=1, 2 and 1=4(N&2) when N3.
v For k=1, ..., m, we have
qk # L(RN) and qk(x)>0, for a.a. x # RN.
Moreover, for k=1, ..., n, we have
rk # L(RN) and rk(x)>0, for a.a. x # RN
in addition max[ |rk |L ; k=1, ..., n]=1.
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Let us remark that the above assumption V(x)0 can be made in the con-
text of Problem (1.1) without loss of generality as soon as V is bounded
from below. We explicitly do not exclude the case where V(x)#0. Let us
finally mention that the above made assumption max[ |rk | L ;
k=1, ..., n]=1 can be made without loss of generality.
Under the assumption (A0) it is well-known that the operator
S : D/L2(RN)  L2(RN) given by D(S) :=H 2(RN) and
Su=&2u+Vu, \u # D(S )
is self-adjoint. Setting
4 :=inf[(Su, u)L2_L20, \u # D(S ),
we remark that, due to the fact that V0, we have 40. Thus
((S&I ) u, u)L2_L20, \u # D(S ),
so that we can consider the Hilbert space (H, ( } , } ) ) defined by
H :=D((S&4I )12)=D(S 12)
and
(u, v) =(u, v)L2_L2+((S&4I )12 u, (S&4I )12 v)L2_L2 , \u, v # H.
Using the results in [6, 9] it is easy to see that H=H 1(RN) and that the
norm & }& :=( } , } ) 12 is equivalent to the usual norm on H 1(RN).
Let L # L(H, H ) be the linear operator that is uniquely defined by the
relation (Lu, v) =(u, v)L2_L2 for u, v # H. Clearly L=L* and (Lu, u) =
|u| 2L2>0 for u # H"[0].
Since D(S) is dense in H, there exists a unique continuous, symmetric
bilinear form B : H_H  R such that B(u, v)=(Su, v)L2_L2 for u # D(S)
and v # H. Also there is a unique operator A # L(H, H ) such that
(Au, v) =B(u, v), \u # H.
Clearly A*=A.
For *<4, we consider a new norm & }&* on H defined by
&u&2*=( (A&*I ) u, u).
For u # D(S), we have
&u&2*=( (A&4I ) u, u)+(4&*) |u|
2
L2
=(4&*) |u| 2L2+|(S&*I )
12 u| 2L2 ,
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so that
min[1, 4&*] &u&2&u&2*max[1, 4&*] &u&2, \u # D(S ).
Since D(S) is dense in H, the norms & }& and & }&* are in fact equivalent. All
this is summarized in the following proposition.
Proposition 9.1. Suppose that the assumption (A0) is fulfilled. Then the
operators A and L satisfy the assumption (H0) in Section 2.
Turning to the nonlinear terms in (1.1) we set, for u # H,
8(u) :=: [k=1, m]
1
1+:k | [x, R
N,] qk |u| 2+:k
and
9(u) :=: [k=1, n]
1
1+;k | [xR
N,] rk |u| 2+;k.
It is well-known that 8, 9 # C1(H; R) and that
lim
&u&  0
8(u)
&u&2
= lim
&u&  0
9(u)
&u&2
=0.
Moreover, since
.(u) :=8$(u)u=: [k=1, m] | [x, RN,] qk |u|2+:k
and
(u) :=9$(u)u=: [k=1, n] | [x, RN,] rk |u|2+;k
we obtain the following result.
Proposition 9.2. Suppose that the assumption (A0) is fulfilled. Then the
nonlinear functionals 8 and 9 satisfy the assumption (H1) in Section 2.
By a solution of the problem (1.1) we mean a pair (*, u) belonging to the
set of classical solutions
E :=[(*, u) # (&, 4)_C 2(RN; R)"[0]; u is a solution of problem (1.1)].
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By a weak solution of (1.1) we mean a pair (*, u) belonging to the set of
weak solutions
E :=[(*, u) # (&, 4)_H"[0]; J$*(u)=0 in H*],
where
J*(u) := 12 &u&
2
*&8(u)++9(u).
The restriction *<4 is natural since there may beat least under some
additional assumptionsno solutions for *4. We describe such a situa-
tion in section 16.
10. THE NONEXISTENCE OF SOLUTIONS FOR LARGE
VALUES OF +
In this section we show that the problem (1.1) has no (weak) solution
at all as soon as +>0 is to large. This will be done under the following
additional assumption:
(A1) {
The functions qi (i=1, ..., m) and rj ( j=1, ..., n) are such that
qi(x);j
rj(x):i
# L(RN).
An example where the assumption (A1) is fulfilled is given by the case
where
r1(x), ..., rn(x)const>0, for a.e. x in RN.
The purpose of this new assumption (A1) is to equilibrate the roles of the
nonlinear terms 8(u) and 9(u). The first nonlinear term gives rise to solu-
tions, whereas the second term prohibits solutions; the equilibrium as
stated in the assumption (A1) will result in the nonexistence of solutions
for big values of +; small values of + will be analyzed in the following sections!
Proposition 10.1. Suppose that the assumptions (A0) and (A1) are
fullfilled. Then the nonlinear functionals 8( } ) and 9( } ) satisfy the assump-
tion (H2) in Section 2. The function c(+) appearing there is given by
c(+)= max
1 jm
1im \
:i
; j+
:i(;j&:i) ;j&:i
; j _
m;j
n:j
} } q i (x)
;j
rj(x):i }L&
1(;j&:i)
+:i (;j&:i).
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Proof. We consider the function
f (u) :=q |u|:&+r |u| ;
with 0<:<;, q >0, r >0 and u # R. A simple computation gives
max
u # R
f (u)=\:;+
:(;&:) ;&:
; _
q ;
r :&
1(;&:)
+&:(;&:).
Thus we are led to
.(u)&+(u)= :
m
k=1
| [x, RN,] qk |u| 2+:k
&+ :
m
k=1
| [x, RN,] rk |u|2+;k
m } max
k=1, ..., m |RN qk |u|
2+:k dx
&+n } min
k=1, ..., n |RN rk |u|
2+;k dx
=|
RN
(m } qk1 |u|
:k1&+n } rk2 |u|
;k2) u2 dx
 max
1 jm
1im \
:i
; j+
:i(;j&:i) ; j&:i
;j
__m
;j
n:j
} } qi (x)
;j
rj(x):i }L&
1(;j&:i)
+&:i (;j&:i) } |u| 2L2 .
We can now apply Theorem 3.1 to obtain a necessary condition for the
existence of solutions for the problem (1.1).
Theorem 10.2. Under the assumptions (A0) and (A1), the problem (1.1)
has no (weak) solution (*, u) # (& 4)_H"[0] with *<4&c(+). Thus a
necessary condition for the existence of solutions belonging to either of the
sets E or E is
*4-c(+).
We remark that, for small values of +>0, the range of values for * where
solutions may exist is large, whereas for increasing values of + this range
becomes smaller! Let us insist on the fact that the proof of Proposition 10.1
gives an explicit formula for c(+).
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11. THE COMPACTNESS OF THE PROBLEM
The two next sections will be devoted to the existence of (weak) solu-
tions in the region where we can expect such solutions (see Theorem 10.2).
We will give a variational characterization of such solutions. When using
such an approach it is standard, that the corresponding functional J*( } )
must satisfy a compactness condition called (PS)c -condition: Every (PS)c -
sequence [um]/H, i.e., every sequence [um]/H with
J*(um)  c in R and J$*(um)  0 in H* as m  +
must have some convergent subsequence. We have shown that this condi-
tion is equivalent to an assumption that we have called (H3).
In order to verify this assumption (H3) we must introduce an additional
hypothesis:
(A2){
The functions qk are such that, for k=1, ..., m,
qk # ,
j=1, ..., n
L pkj(RN),
where pkj=(2+;j)(;j&:k). Moreover there exists a positive
constants A such that, for k=1, ..., n,
rk(x)A>0, for a.a. x # RN.
We remark that the assumption (A1) is fulfilled as soon as the assumption
(A2) holds!
Proposition 11.1. Suppose that the assumptions (A0) and (A2) are
fulfilled. Then the nonlinear terms 8( } ) and 9( } ) satisfy the assumption (H3)
of Section 4.
Proof. The second part of the assumption (H3) follows in a standard
way (see for example Stuart [21]). Concerning the first point we suppose
that we have a sequence [um]/H with 9(um)  + as m  +. Thus
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there exists some j0 # [1, ..., n] such that  [x, RN, ] r j0 |um |
2+;j0  +.
Since |rj0 | L1, we obtain that |um |L2+;j0  +. We put now
p$ij :=
2+;j
2+:i
and we get the estimates
8(um) :
m
i=1
1
2+:i
|qi | Lpij0 | |u|2+:i| Lp$ij0
= :
m
i=1
|qi |Lpij0
2+:i
|um |
2+:i
L2+;j0
9(um)
1
2+; j0
|
RN
rj0 |um |
2+;j0
A
2+; j0
|um |
2+;j0
L2+;j0
dx
8(um)
9(um)
 :
m
i=1
2+;j0
2+:i
}
|qi |Lpij0
A
} |um |
:i&;j0
L2+;j0
.
Since :i&;j0<0, \i, we get the claim
lim
m  +
8(um)
9(um)
=0.
12. THE EXISTENCE OF A FIRST PAIR OF SOLUTION PAIRS
If (*, u) # E is a weak solution of problem (1.1), u must belong to the set
of natural constraint
[u # H"[0]; J$*(u) u=0],
a set whose structure heavily relies on the behavior of the function
f*, +, u(t) :=
.(tu)
t 2
&+
(tu)
t2
= :
m
k=1
|
RN
qk |u|2+:k } t :k&+ dx
} :
n
k=1
|
RN
rk |u|2+;k } t ;k dx, for t>0.
This function obviously satisfies the assumption (H4) of Section 5.
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Hence we can proceed as in Section 5 with the construction of the sets
M* and N* . In this way we get the following central result:
Theorem 12.1. Suppose that the assumptions (A0) and (A2) are fulfilled.
Then there exists a nondecreasing function + 0 : (& 4)  (0, ) with
the property that the problem (1.1) has (at least) two different pairs of weak
solutions
(*, \v0,*) and (*, \w0,*)
provided that + # (0, + 0(*)).
Proof. This follows from Theorem 6.1 and from Theorem 6.2. K
Corollary 12.2. Suppose that the assumptions (A0) and (A2) are
fulfilled and suppose that +>0 in problem (1.1) is fixed and such that
+< lim
*  4&
+ 0(*) # (0,+],
where the function + 0( } ) is given in the above Theorem 12.1. We put
*0 :=inf[*<4; +<+ 0(*)]&.
Then the problem (1.1) has, for this fixed value of +, (at least) two pairs of
solutions
(*, \v0, *) and (*, \w0, *) # E,
\* # (*0 , 4). Thus we can speak of branches of solutions
[(*, \v0, *); * # (*0 , 4)]
and
[(*, \w0, *); * # (*0 , 4)].
Proof. This follows from the above Theorem 12.1. Also that, this can be
seen from the explicit formula for c(+) in Proposition 10.1
It is now the right time for a remark. Since
J*(u)=J*( |u| ), \u # H,
we obtain solutions
v0, *(x), w0, *(x)0, \x # RN.
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Thus we may consider the problem
{
&2u(x)+V(x) u(x)& :
m
k=1
qk (x) u(x)1+:k
++ :
n
k=1
rk(x) u(x)1+;k=*u(x), for x # RN (12.1)
u0
u # H 1(RN)"[0].
By a weak solution of (12.1) we mean a weak solution (*, u) of (1.1) with
u0. We obtain:
Theorem 12.3. Suppose that the assumptions (A0) and (A2) are fulfilled.
Then there exists a nondecreasing function + 0 : (& 4)  (0, ) with
the property that the problem (12.1) has (at least) two different weak non-
trivial solutions
(*, v0, *) and (*, w0, *)
provided that + # (0, + 0(*)).
Corollary 12.4. Suppose that the assumptions (A0) and (A2) are
fulfilled and suppose that +>0 in problem (12.1) is fixed and such that
+< lim
*  4
+ 0(*) # (0,+],
where the function + 0( } ) is given in the above Theorem 12.3. We put
*0 :=inf[*<4; +<+ 0(*)]>&.
Then the problem (12.1) has, for this fixed value of +, (at least) two non-
trivial solutions
(*, v0, *) and (*, w0, *),
\* # (*0 , 4). Thus we can speak of branches of solutions
[(*, v0, *); * # (*0 , 4)]
and
[(*, w0, *); * # (*0 , 4)].
Remark 12.5. We analyze in Section 17 a situation where we can derive
an estimate from below for + 0(*).
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13. THE EXISTENCE OF MULTIPLE PAIRS OF SOLUTION PAIRS
Since the nonlinear functionals 8, , ., and  are even and since we
have .,  # C2(H; R), we can apply the multiplicity results given above.
We thus obtain the following results:
Theorem 13.1. Let the assumptions (A0) and (A0) be fulfilled and let
k0 be a fixed integer. Then there exists a nondecreasing function
+ k : (& 4)  (0, ) with the property that the problem (1.1) has at
least k+1 different pairs of weak solution pairs
(*, \vi, *) and (*, \wi, *), for i=0, ..., k,
provided that + # (0, + k(*)).
Remark 13.2 Let us remark that
+ 0(*)+ 1(*) } } } +k(*) } } } .
Corollary 13.3. Suppose that the assumptions (A0) and (A2) are
fulfilled and let k0 be a fixed integer. Suppose moreover that +>0 in
problem (1.1) is fixed and such that
+< lim
*  4&
+ k(*) # (0, +],
where the function + k( } ) is given in the above Theorem 13.1. We put
*k :=inf[*<4; +<+ k(*)]>&.
Then the problem (1.1) has, for this fixed value of +, (at least) k+1 weak
solution pairs
(*, vi, *) and (*, wi, *) # E, for i=0, ..., k,
\* # (*0 , 4). Thus we can speak of branches of solutions
[(*, vi, *); * # (*i , 4)]
and
[(*, wi, *); * # (*i , 4)]
(i=0, 1, ..., k).
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In the rest of this paper we consider the following questions:
1. What can be said about asymptotic bifurcation?
2. What can be said about the regularity of weak solutions?
3. Do solutions (*, u) # R_H"[0] with *4 exist?
4. Can we explicitly give an estimate from below for the functions
+ k(*)?
14. THE BOUNDEDNESS OF THE SOLUTION SET E
We consider in this section a sequence [(*k , uk] of weak solutions:
J$*k(uk)=0, J*k(uk)=: ck , uk 0, for k # N (14.1)
and we analyze whether or not such a sequence is bounded.
Combining in (14.1) the equations
&uk&2*k&28(uk)+2+9(uk)=2ck
and
&uk&2*k&.(uk)+2+(uk)=0,
we are led to
: &uk&2*k&2[(2+: ) 8(uk)&.(uk)]+2+[(2+: ) 9(uk)&(uk)]
=2(2+: ) ck .
By Proposition 9.2 we have (2+: )8(uk)&.(uk)0 and (2+: )9(uk)&
(uk)&(;&: )(uk), so that
0<+9(uk)
:
2(;&: )
&uk&2*k&
2+:
;&:
ck . (14.2)
In a similar way we have
8(uk)
;
2(; &:)
&uk&2*k&
2+;
; &:
ck , (14.3)
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so that
8(uk)
+9(uk)

;
2(; &:

)
&uk&2*k&
2+;
; &:

ck
:
2(;

&: )
&uk&2*k&
2+:
;

&:
ck
.
We show now that this implies that [9(uk)] is bounded. In doing this, we
consider three differerent cases:
Case 1. Fist of all we consider the case whereup to some sub-
sequencewe have
lim
k  +
ck
&uk&2*k
=0.
The inequality (14.4) leads us in this case immediately to
lim inf
k  +
8(uk)
+9(uk)

;
:
}
;

&:
; &:

>0,
so that, in view of Proposition 11.1, [9(uk)] must be bounded.
Case 2. Next we consider the case whereup to some subsequence
we have
lim
k  +
&uk&2*k
ck
=0.
Then the inequality (14.4) leads us to
lim inf
k  +
8(uk)
+9(uk)

(2+; )(;

&: )
(2+: )(; &:

)
>0,
so that, for the same reason as above, [9(uk)] must be bounded.
Case 3. Finally we consider the case, whereup to some
subsequencewe have
lim
k  +
ck
&uk&2*k
=T{0.
If T=: 2(2+: ), we obtain from the inequality (14.4)
lim inf
k  +
8(uk)
+9(uk)
=+
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so that by Proposition 11.1 again we obtain that [9(uk)] must be boun-
ded. If T=; 2(2+; ), the unboundedness of [ck] would imply that the
sequence [&uk &2*k] would be unbounded, too. The estimate (14.2) would
then lead us to
+9(uk)
&uk&2*k

:
2(;

&: )
&
2+:
;

&:
}
ck
&uk&2*k
lim inf
k  +
+9(uk)
&uk&2*k

:
2(;

&: )
&
2+:
;

&:
}
;
2(2+; )
=&
; &:
(;

&: )(2+; )
<0.
But this would contradict +9(uk)>0. So the sequence [ck] needs to be
bounded when T=; 2(2+; ). Thus the sequence [&uk&2*k] is bounded, too.
The estimate (14.2) tells us now that [9(uk)] must be bounded for this
value of T. What remains now to be analyzed is the case where
T  [: 2(2+: ), ; 2(2+; )]. In this case the inequality (14.4) implies
lim inf
k  +
;
(2; &:

)
&
2+;
; &:

:
2(;

&: )
&
2+:
;

&:
{0.
Hence the sequence [9(uk)] is bounded again.
Now if the assumption (A2) holds, we must conclude that the bounded-
ness of the sequence [9(uk)] implies that [ |uk |Lp] remains bounded for
p # [2+;, 2+; ]. We state this result in the next theorem.
Theorem 14.1. Suppose that the conditions (A0) and (A2) are fulfilled.
Then the set E of weak solutions is bounded in R_L p(RN) for
p # [2+;, 2+; v].
In particular, we have no asymptotic bifurcation as stated in the follow-
ing corollary.
Corollary 14.2. Suppose that the conditions (A0) and (A2) are
fulfilled. Then, \p # [2+;

, 2+; ], there is no asymptotic bifurcation in
Lp(RN) for *  4&. More precisely, there exists a constant C so that, for
k=0, 1, ...
1. |vk, * |LpC as *  4& and
2. |wk, * | LpC as *  4&. Here (*, vk, *) and (*, wk, *) are the solu-
tions given by Theorem 13.1
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15. THE REGULARITY OF WEAK SOLUTIONS
In the preceding sections we have analyzed the existence of solutions for
the nonlinear eigenvalue problem (1.1). For the rest of this paper we con-
sider the special case where V#0, i.e., we consider the problem
{
&2u(x)& :
m
k=1
qk(x) |u(x)| :k u(x)
++ :
n
k=1
rk(x) |u(x)|;k u(x)=*u(x), for x # RN (15.1)
u # H1(RN)"[0],
The variational approach used above gives the existence of weak solutions
for this problem.
The following theorem shows that weak solutions and classical solutions
coincide under quite general assumptions.
Theorem 15.1. Suppose that the assumption (A0) is fulfilled with V#0
and assume moreover that the functions qk ( for k=1, ..., n) and rk ( for
k=1...., m) are Ho lder-continuous. Then, if (*, u) # E is a weak solution of
(15.1), we have
u # C 2(RN) & W2, p(RN) for 2p<+
and in particular
lim
|x|  +
u(x) lim
|x|  
|{u(x)=)0.
Hence the set of weak solutions and the set of classical solutions coincide in
this case:
E=E.
Proof. The proof is givenup to some evident changesin
Stuart [21]. K
16. *<4 AS A NECESSARY CONDITION FOR THE
EXISTENCE OF SOLUTIONS
The following theorem, whose proof goes back to Rother [10], gives
*<4=0 as a necessary condition for the existence of solutions. This
means that the eigenvalue problem (15.1) has no solutions outside of the
set E !
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Theorem 16.1. Let N3. Suppose that the assumption (A0) holds with
V#0, so that 4=0. Suppose further that qk and rk are differentiable almost
everywhere in RN and that there exists a constant = # (0, 1) such that
} qk(%x)&qk(x)%&1 } f(x) k=1, ...., n
} rk(%x)&rk(x)%&1 } f(x) k=1 ,... ,m
hold for all % # (1&=, 1+=) and almost all x # RN, where f #
L(RN). Let (*, u) # R_H"[0] be such that
&2u& :
m
k=1
qk |u|:k u++ :
n
k=1
rk |u| ;ku=*u in H*.
Then
*<4=0
provided that
\N&22 :k &2+ qk(x){qk(x) } x (k=1, ..., m)
and
\N&22 ;k&2+ rk(x){rk(x) } x (k=1, ..., n)
hold almost everywhere in RN and one of these inequalities is strict.
Proof. We obtain from the relation (16.1)
|{u| 2L2& :
m
k=1
|
RN
qk |u|2+:k dx++ :
n
k=1
|
RN
rk |u|2+;k dx=* |u| 2L2 .
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On the other hand we consider a path % [ u% in H defined by
u%(x) :=%&N2u(%&1x), for % # (1&=, 1+=).
Then |u%|L2=|u|L2 and
J*(u%)=
1
2
%&2 |{2L2&* |u|
2
L2
& :
m
k=1
%&N:k2
1
2+:k |RN qk(x) %
&N |u(%&1x)| 2+:k dx
++ :
n
k=1
%&N;k2
1
2+;k |RN rk(x) %
&N |u(%&1x)|2+;k dx
=
1
2
%&2 |{u| 2L2&* |u|
2
L2
& :
m
k=1
%&N:k2
1
2+:k |RN rk(%x) |u(x)|
2+;k dx.
By Lebesgue’s Dominated Convergence Theorem, the derivative
(dd%) J*(u%)|%=1 exists and
0=
d
d%
J*(u0) } %=1
=&|{u| 2L2& :
m
k=1
1
2+:k
__&:k N2 |RN qk |u| 2+:k dx+|RN {qk } x |u| 2+:k dx&
++ :
n
k=1
1
2+;k
__&;k N2 |RN rk |u|2+;k dx+|RN {rk } x |u| 2+;k dx& ,
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so that, by (16.2)
* |u| 2L2= :
m
k=1
1
2+:k |RN {_
N&2
2
:k&2& qk&{qk } x= |u|2+:k dx
&+ :
n
k=1
1
2+;k |RN {_
N&2
2
;k&2& rk&{rk } x= |u| 2+;k dx.
Hence we obtain the assertion. K
17. AN ESTIMATE FOR + k(*)
We give in this section a sufficient condition for
lim
*  0&
+ k(*)=+, for k=0, 1, 2, ...,
where the functions + k(*) are the thresholds given in Theorems 12.1, 12.3,
13.1, and in the Corollaries 12.2, 12.4, 13.3. To this end we have to give an
estimate from below for + k(*). Such an estimate can be obtained via the
idea of the proof of Lemma 7.2 in [1]. More precisely this estimate can be
computed in the following way:
Choose some compact set A in 0* :=[u # H; &u&*=1] in such a way
that we have A=&A and #(A)k+1, where #( } ) is the Krasnoselskii
genus. Fix some t>0 in such a way that
8(tu)
t2
1, \u # A.(17.1)
Then
+ k(*) inf
u # A
t 2
29(tu)
. (17.2)
The above presented estimate will be derived under the additional
assumption that
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(A3) {
The assumption (A0) holds with V#0. Moreover the functions
qi (x) (i=1, ..., m) are such that
qi (x)
const
|x| {i
for |x|1,
where {i<2(1&: i ;

).
Remark 17.1. There is a compatibility condition between the assump-
tions (A2) and (A3), namely
N
;j&:j
2+;j
<{i<2(1&:i ;0), \j=1, ..., n.
When n=1, this compatibility condition is always satisfied provided that
N2.
We choose now the above mentioned set A in the following way. We take
functions u0(x), ..., uk(x) of class C1 having compact support in such a way that
1. &ul&&1=1, for l=0, ..., k,
2. supp up & supp uq=<, for p{q and
3. supp u0#[x # R; |x|2].
We put, for $9 =($0 , ..., $k) # Rk+1, u$9 (x) := [l=0, k] $l ul (x) and we
consider the set
A :={u$9 ; : [l=0,k] $2l =1= .
Clearly #(A)=k+1. Finally we put % :=- &* and u$9 , % (x) :=%N2u$9 (%x),
so that
|u$9 ,% | p+2Lp+2=%
Np2 |u$9 | p+2Lp+2 and &u$9 ,%&
2
*=%
2.
We have now, for % # (0, 1) and t>0,
8(tu$9 , % %)
t 2
= :
m
i=1
1
2+:i |RN qi (%
&1x) |u$9 |
2+:i dx } t :i%N:i 2&2&:i
 :
m
i=1 _
1
2+:i ||x|1
const
|x| {i
|u$9 |
2+:i dx& } t:i%N:i2+{i&2&:i
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B :
m
i=1
t:i%N:i 2+{i&2&:i
Bmt:i0%N:i02+{i0&2&:i0
for some index i0 . The above introduced constant B ist strictly positive,
since the set A ist compact. In order to satisfy the condition (17.1) we
choose t in such a way that
t:i0=
1
Bm
%2+:i0&:i0 2&{i0.
But now
t2
29(tu$9 , % #)

1
2 mj=1 t
;j |u$9 |
2+;j
L2+;j
%Nj2&2&;j

1
nj=1 Ct
;j%N;j2&2&;j
=
1
nj=1 C%
;j (2+:i0&N:i0 2&{i0):i0+N;j2&2&;j
=
1
nj=1 C%
;j (2&{i0):i0&2
=
1
nj=1 C |*|
;j (1&{i0 2):i0&1
.
The constant C is strictly positive (for the same reason as above).
Thus we obtain from Eq. (17.2):
Proposition 17.2. Suppose that the condition (A3) is fullfilled. Then we
have the estimate
+ k(*) max
i=1, ..., m
1
const } nj=1 |*|
;j (1&{i 2):i&1
from below for the thresholds appearing in Theorems 12.1, 12.3, 13.1 and in
the Corollaries 12.2, 12.4, 13.3. Thus, for k # N,
lim
*  0&
+ k(*)=+.
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18. CONCLUSION
We recall now the results obtained for the problem (15.1)
{
&2u(x)& 
m
k=1
qk(x) |u(x)| :k u(x)
++ :
n
k=1
rk(x) |u(x)|;k u(x)=*u(x), for x # RN (18.1)
u # H1(RN)"[0],
and the corresponding solutions sets E and E.
Theorem 18.1. Suppose that the condition (A0) holds with V#0, so that
4=0. Suppose further that the assumptions (A2) and (A3) are fullfilled.
Then
1. There exist nondecreasing functions + k : (& 0)  (0, ),
k=0, 1, ..., with the following property: if we put
*k :=inf[*<0; +<+ k (*)]>&,
the above mentioned problem (18.1) has, for this fixed value of +, (at least)
k+1 different pairs of weak solution pairs
(*, \vi, *) and (*, \wi, *), for i=0, ..., k,
\* # (*k , 0). Moreover we know that
+ k(*) max
i=1, ..., m
1
nj=1 const } |*|
;j(1&{i 2):i&1
;
the constant appearing here can be made explicit by the procedure given in
the proof of Proposition 17.2.
2. The set of weak solutions E is bounded in L p(RN) for
p # [2+;

, 2+; ].
3. Suppose further that the functions qk (for k=1, ..., n) and rk (for
k=1, ..., m) are Ho lder-continuous. Then weak solutions are in fact classical
solutions:
E=E.
Thus the set of classical solutions E is bounded in L p(RN) for
p # [2+;

, 2+; ].
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4. Let N3 and suppose further that qk and rk are differentiable
almost everywhere in RN and that there exists a constant = # (0, 1) such that
} qk(%x)&qk(x)%&1 } f(x) k=1,... ,n
} rk(%x)&rk(x)%&1 } f(x) k=1,... ,
hold for all % # (1&=, 1+=) and almost all x # RN, where f # L(RN)
Suppose finally that (:k(N&2)2&2) qk(x){qk(x) } x (k=1, ..., m) and
(;k(N&2)2&2) rk(x){rk(x) } x (k=1, ..., n) hold almost everywhere in
RN, one of these inequalities being strict. Then the problem (18.1) has no
(weak or classical ) solutions for *0.
We remark that we can speak, for k=0, 1, 2, ..., of the solutions branches
[(*, vk, * ; * # (*k , 0)] resp. [(*, &vk, *); * # (*k , 0)]
and
[(*, wk, * ; * # (*k , 0)] resp. [(*, &wk, *); * # (*k , 0)]
We obviously have
} } } *2*1*0<0.
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